The Plasti-Pickup is great for capturing some conventional musical sounds
that are hard to record, like the sound of stomping out a kick-drum rhythm on a
porch. You can emulate this by laying your Plasti-Pickup on the ground and covering it with a length of 1×6 or 2×4 board. Experiment with doing this over both hard
surfaces (wood floors, a piece of scrap wood, in the kitchen) and soft ones (on the
lawn, over the rug) to get a variety of easily recorded rollicking hoedown beats.
You can also pinch the Plasti-Pickup between two boards (the pickup’s thickness
will keep one end separated a bit) and then tap on the free ends for a “wooden tuning fork” sound or a simple “plank xylophone” marimba.
Yelling at the Plasti-Pickup won’t get you anywhere because the vibrations in
the air are too subtle for it to pick up. However, you can press it to one side or the
other of your larynx—that is, your Adam’s apple—and it’ll amplify your voice accurately without risk of pops and hisses, emphasizing the low end and losing most of
the sibilant “mouth business.” Using this in addition to a conventional vocal mic is a
quick-and-dirty way to get a richer vocal sound, akin to what you might produce by
doubling the vocals in a studio recording.

Doubling the Vocals
Doubling the vocals (also called doubletracking) is an incredibly common
trick for beefing up vocal tracks on the cheap: the singer records several very
similar takes, which are then mixed together to create a very rich choral stereo
effect. Classically, the best take is centered in the stereo field, with the top
two runners-up panned hard left and right. This allows a singer to be a little
inconsistent in each take and still sound good because, at any given instant, the
listener’s ear naturally focuses on the most on-key version of the three tracks.
Doubling also provides a “fatter” sound because the takes are not identical and
thus don’t perfectly mesh. If you record vocals with both a conventional vocal
mic and a Plasti-Pickup on the throat, you’ll get a similar effect: each mic gets
a slightly different version of the take, and the two signals fill and enrich each
other rather than just overlapping and blending. Not too shabby for a few bucks
in supplies and some soldering.

Finally, the Plasti-Pickup is a perfectly serviceable general-use acoustic
pickup to amplify cellos, violins, guitars (steel or nylon string), or even percussion
instruments. In essence, it isn’t at all different from the vintage Dean Markley acoustical transducer pickup I paid $40 for back in the early 2000s (when I was a foolish
and callow youth). See Figure 2-9 for a side-by-side comparison.
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